State of Arizona
COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT
Disposition of Complaint 14-096
Judge:

Marie A. Lorona

Complainant: Martin Newman
ORDER
The complainant alleged that Justice of the Peace Marie A. Lorona is biased
against men and has a conflict of interest in cases that involve allegations of
domestic violence. Specifically, the complainant alleged that Judge Lorona’s
participation on the Board of Directors of the Pinal Hispanic Council (PHC) is a
conflict of interest because her court refers litigants to that organization for various
services.
Rule 1.2 of the Code of Judicial Conduct requires judges at all times to act in
a way that “promotes public confidence in the independence, integrity, and
impartiality of the judiciary” and to avoid both actual impropriety as well as the
appearance of impropriety. Rule 2.16 requires judges to cooperate with the
commission. Finally, Rule 3.7(A)(6)(a) prohibits a judge from serving as an officer
for an organization that is likely to appear in matters before the judge.
In an earlier complaint, the commission learned of Judge Lorona’s
participation as an officer of PHC. At that time, the organization specifically
identified her as a judge on its website. The commission issued Judge Lorona a
private warning letter alerting her that participation on the PHC Board raised
“substantial concerns” related to Rule 3.7(A)(6)(a). The commission further warned
her that the identification of her position as a judge on the PHC website raised
additional concerns related to Rule 1.3. In this warning letter, the members of the
commission encouraged Judge Lorona to reconsider her participation with PHC.
Judge Lorona instead opted to heed only part of the commission’s warning by
removing the reference to her judicial position from PHC’s website. She did,
however, remain in her position as an officer of PHC, an organization that has
regular dealings with her court implicating Rule 3.7(A)(6)(a). In her response to the
commission regarding this current complaint, Judge Lorona explained that she
failed to heed the commission’s warning both because she misunderstood it and she
“overlooked” it, which are mutually exclusive excuses.
This order may not be used as a basis for disqualification of a judge.

The members of the commission recognize and appreciate the judge’s desire to
serve her community through participation in a benevolent organization.
Nonetheless, such service must be consistent with the limitations and guidelines
provided in the Code. Judge Lorona’s failure to heed the commission’s warning
regarding her continued service as a PHC board member, her continuing service as a
board member after that warning, and her disingenuous explanation as to why she
did not abide by the commission’s warning resulted in her violating Rules 1.2, 2.16,
and 3.7(A)(6)(a).
Accordingly, Justice of the Peace Marie A. Lorona is hereby publicly
reprimanded for her conduct as described above and pursuant to Commission Rule
17(a). The record in this case, consisting of the complaint, the judge’s response, and
this order shall be made public as required by Rule 9(a).
The commission dismissed the complaint alleging the judge was biased against
men and had a conflict of interest in cases involving domestic violence.
Dated: May 19, 2014
FOR THE COMMISSION

/s/Louis Frank Dominguez
Louis Frank Dominguez
Commission Chair
Copies of this order were mailed
to the complainant and the judge
on May 19, 2014

This order may not be used as a basis for disqualification of a judge.
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Jennifer M. Perkins
Disciplinary Counsel (Bar #023087)
Commission on Judicial Conduct
1501 W. Washington St., Suite 229
Phoenix, AZ 85007
Telephone: (602) 452-3200
Email: JePerkins@courts.az.gov
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Inquiry concerning
Judge Marie A. (Toni) Lorona
Justice Court
Pinal County
State of Arizona,
Respondent
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On May 19, 2014, the Commission on Judicial Conduct (commission) publicly
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reprimanded Respondent Judge Marie A. (Toni) Lorona (respondent) for violations
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of the Arizona Code of Judicial Conduct (Code). Undersigned Disciplinary Counsel
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submits this response, respectfully requesting that the commission deny the motion.
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I. Respondent Provided No Basis on Which to Grant Her Motion.
Judge Lorona’s request that the commission reconsider its decision to
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reprimand her is less than a single page and offers no basis for finding that the
commission’s previous conclusion was in error. Rather, the judge acknowledged her
own violations, and explicitly stated “there is no arguments to consider.” The only
reason offered at all is Judge Lorona’s request for “leniency” although she provides
no explanation for why she believes she is entitled to leniency.
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II. Good Cause Exists for the Imposition of the Reprimand.
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A. The Factual Basis for the Reprimand.
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The commission’s reprimand was based on a finding that Judge Lorona
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violated three separate Code provisions: Rules 1.2, 2.16, and 3.7(A)(6)(a). The
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conduct that led to this finding can be broken down into three aspects:
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1. Judge Lorona served as an officer in an organization (Pinal Hispanic Council
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or PHC) that regularly engages in proceedings that would ordinarily come
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before her as a judge.
2. When the commission learned of this service, warned Judge Lorona against
continuing to serve, and noted the specific rule at issue, the judge largely
ignored that warning.
3. When the commission subsequently alerted Judge Lorona to a new complaint
based on her service with PHC, the judge provided two excuses for her
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conduct that were inconsistent with each other and could not both be true.
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Rule 1.2 of the Code requires judges at all times to act in a way that
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“promotes public confidence in the judiciary” and to avoid both actual impropriety
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and the appearance of impropriety. Judge Lorona’s service with PHC, an
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organization that routinely provided services as part of her court’s mandates, did
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not promote public confidence in the judiciary, which is why Rule 3.7(A)(6)(a)
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forbids this type of service. Further, the judge was fully aware of the problematic
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nature of her service given previous complaints against her and the commission’s
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previous warning about serving with PHC.
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Rule 2.16 of the Code requires judges to cooperate and be candid with the
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commission. Judge Lorona’s explanation that she had both “misunderstood” and
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“overlooked” the commission’s previous warning was not candid. If the judge had
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overlooked the warning, how could she also have misunderstood it? The only
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conclusion to draw is that Judge Lorona simply ignored the commission’s warning,
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failed to abide by the explicit language of Rule, and then submitted an explanation
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that lacks credibility when faced with a new complaint.
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A. Factors Supporting a Sanction
The Scope section of the Code sets forth several factors for the commission to
consider in determining whether a sanction is appropriate in a particular case. On
balance, those factors support the issuance of the reprimand in this case.
1. Seriousness of the Transgressions – The commission’s work depends
heavily on the candor and forthrightness of judges asked to provide information or
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responses to complaints. Any failure to fully comply with this rule is of the utmost
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seriousness, as noted in the Annotated Model Code of Judicial Conduct: “the need
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for a judge’s cooperation in the disciplinary process is paramount.” Ann. Model Code
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of Jud. Conduct, Rule 2.16 at p. 327, Comparison to 1990 Code (noting that this rule
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and its comments were newly added in the 2007 Code). Respondent’s violation of
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Rule 2.16 is thus quite serious.
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Similarly, the basis for the judge’s other violations is also very serious.
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Our judicial system depends on the public’s perception that judges are fair and
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impartial, without external interests that may influence their rulings. Judge
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Lorona’s service to PHC violated these principles and left an impression that she
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lacks impartiality in particular cases.
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This factor weighs in favor of a sanction.
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2. Facts and Circumstances Existing at the Time of the Transgression –
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At the time of this complaint, Judge Lorona was (or should have been) fully aware
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of her continuing transgressions given the commission’s previous warning.
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This factor weighs in favor of a sanction.
3. Extent of Any Pattern of Improper Activity or Previous Violations –
Judge Lorona has a history of problematic conduct. In 1992, the Arizona Supreme
Court suspended the judge for 90 days without pay based on her improper conduct
in attempting to influence another judge on behalf of her grandson and a friend. In
2013 she received a warning against the precise conduct at issue in this case.
This factor weighs in favor of a sanction.
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4. The Effect of the Improper Activity Upon the Judicial System or
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Others – As noted above, a fundamental requirement for the success of our judicial
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system is that the public can trust in the independence, integrity, and impartiality
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of the judges who serve on the bench. Judge Lorona’s conduct in calling her own
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impartiality into question undermined this fundamental principle.
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This factor weighs in favor of a sanction.
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This is not a close case. Every factor that the commission must consider
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weighs in favor of issuing a sanction. There is currently no lesser informal sanction
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available to the commission other than a reprimand, so once the commission
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determines an informal sanction is called for, its only choice is to issue a public

2

reprimand.
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III.

Conclusion

Disciplinary Counsel respectfully requests that the commission deny
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Respondent’s motion and leave in place the public reprimand order issued May 19,
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2014, in this case.
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Dated this 5th day of June, 2014.
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COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL CONDUCT
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/s/ Jennifer M. Perkins
Jennifer M. Perkins
Disciplinary Counsel
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Copies of this pleading delivered
Via first class mail
on June 5, 2014, to:
Hon. Marie A. Lorona
Pinal County Justice Court
801 N. Main St.
Eloy, AZ 85131

Respondent
By: /s/ Kim Welch
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